
Extremism 

Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Tue Jul 10, 2018 8:25 pm 

I note there is a particular type of human, in particular where low IQ is concerned, which, people 

do compromise the so called 'extremists'. One can look at jews and understand what extremism 

in action mean, or go to a local church and denomination and tell them they don't believe in 

God, to see extremism, curses, and even murder at their doorstep.  
 

But this kind of extremism, such as for example beating people with a stick on the head 

because they are 'possessed' or blood-bathing a whole continent to accept the 'love of Christ', 

this is ruling extremism. These types of extremisms have ruined humanity so much that in many 

cases they are beyond judgement now.  
 

This is an issue we are trying to solve, and which, as the enemy admits, Satanism has always 

posed an antithesis to. In other words, this kind of mental insanity has prevailed over the stupid 

populace, and harm, danger, and death coming from such is not considered a crime, but rather, 

'normal' or as the jewish press loves to label every other terrorist attack (only when it reports it) 

they call these 'isolated incidents'. 
 

The same tendency can be seen in Mudslimes that are infesting Europe now. These people 

have a fetish with death, in particular, targeting innocent people. The only place these people 

should be is either in jail, or 6 feet under, but this won't happen either. The truth is obvious and 

the truth is that this type of extremism and sickness is accepted to the world.  
 

The enemy raves about extremism only when it has to do with some people trying to, in a 

legitimate way, protect their rights, and going slightly overboard about it. One needs to look no 

further than Israel to understand what thousands of years of extremism, vileness, and hatred, 

lead a nation or a common people, especially so when these are manifested materially.  
 

The jews themselves murder and exterminate many people on a daily basis to steal their land 

on the foundation of religious extremism. They have literally caused unrest for decades to their 

neighboring countries simply because of their stupid culture and religion which they follow, 

same as Muslims, which are instructed to rape minors, do pedophilia as a way to "God" and 

allowed by "God", and that lying and exterminating innocents is really a good thing indeed in the 

eyes of "Allah". 
 

Satanism stands on the antipode of these religions as Satanism is, and should be based, on 

common sense. Extremism is not a part of Satanism, nor there should ever be. If someone is a 

lunatic or an extremist, they are on their own. The True Satanism that we have here cannot be 

accepted by people based on a sword, or by violence. You cannot force someone to meditate 

and make it work.  
 

We are by design impossible to advance through what extremists do, because the Truth cannot 

be accepted through forced coercion, violence, murder and death. Christianity and the related 

programs just have people praising a retarded jewish thoughform and jewish pseudo-social 

construct, and this yes, you can convince people based on death believe in. But Satanism is 

about life and freedom so that is impossible.  
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Indeed part of our moral opposition to the enemy is because not only they damage, brainwash, 

and affect the lives of innocents, but because of their extremist present and past. These are not 

things that should exist in the world to come in the future. If people want to learn truth, then they 

can be our guest.  
 

It's well known and beyond all reasonable amount of doubt to any half-wit educated person that 

these abrahamic religions were essentially just jewish generated faiths that were meant (and did 

successfully manage to) keep the world in full darkness. In knowledge, in understanding, in 

wealth, in every way possible. People had to fight for their lives to escape the hindrances of 

these programs. We have a right based on social standards to, in the VERY least, dislike the 

authors of these, which unfortunately, after thousands of years time, do not seem to have 

deviated from these beliefs in one inch.  
 

Yet, they maintain not only to indoctrinate us to our belief systems (such as how they pervert 

and corrupt Satanism) but also, they blame other races and people when they try to maintain a 

similar integrity to their beliefs, if these are not the 3 mainstream opiods of Christianity, Islam 

and Judaism. These are fine to get 'high' on. All other beliefs are 'immoral'.  
 

Lastly, extremism is useless to promote an agenda of our type, it only works for agendas who 

prey on stupidity, unsuspecting people, victimhood etc. Those who progress to any said 

retarded or dangerous actions, and try to pin it on Satan's name, they will experience not only 

social destruction (rightfully so) but Satan's unbridled wrath, that will consume their soul and 

destroy it to the last fibre. This is a job that his enemies have done for centuries. If those who 

pretend to be Satan's friends engage in this behavior, they are not going to be tried as enemies, 

but also as traitors, and as foolish retards, and they will be left to be consumed not only by their 

own karmic consequences, but the unbound wrath of the Gods. 
 

The same goes for emo metalheads and deranged individuals who claim to be "Pagans", and all 

sorts of other fools who cannot control their urge to destroy and harm others, while blaming 

some random external factor for this. These people are no better than radical jews, christians 

and muslims. 

 

Satan wants his people to reign through effective manners, to live free, and to do what's best for 

the world and their personal development. Rotting in jails, the life of a worthless thug, engaging 

in criminality or vile whoredom, endless decadence and self-destruction blamed and pinned on 

the God who is ironically the father of common sense and man's helper EVEN in the books of 

his enemies, are bullshit arguments from bullshit people, and are not parts of Satanism. 

 

Lastly to emo edgelords that are well known and many other similar dross organizations, I make 

a warning from you to Satan himself. Turn around from your erroneous ways of self inflicted 

stupidity (it's so against the laws of nature and self improvement as you should obviously have 

seen by now, and these lead nowhere), and if you want to become a God and a dignified being, 

then stray from all the decadence that was taught to you by retards and incels who pretended to 

be "Satanic Superstars" and have now joined Islam for a quick buck. Not to go into names, you 

know who these people are. Get out of this downward useless spiral. 
 



Satanism is the path to uprising, to power, and to development. Our war cannot be solved by 

punches and kicks since it's a global psycho-spiritual war and war of information. These are the 

effective outputs for such and the only way to truly 'solve' any problem. Those who think by 

dressing like edgy emo incels, and punching random people on the face, are doing some sort of 

'revolution', you are many decades late from this stupid hype. Grow up, mature up, and if you 

truly seek change, join us and advance spiritually instead. 
 

Satanism is the root of ancient Paganism without any jewish dross in it and aside from the 

reflection of being a retarded anti-christian whose identity is forged so the Christian Church 

pretends it serves a purpose on this planet to fight 'evil'. Those who, aware of this truth, practice 

reverse jewish dross, and curse Satan from his own house like the lowest of his enemies, you 

will taste his unbridled wrath and find yourselves rotting from your own dumb actions in prisons, 

under the ground, and in full decay.  
 

-High Priest Hooded Cobra 666 
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- http://www.joyofsatan.org 

- http://www.satanslibrary.org/ 
- http://www.kabbalahexposed.com/ 

- http://www.groups-archive.com/ 

 

Re: Extremism 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Wed Jul 11, 2018 7:39 pm 

StraitShot47 wrote:Great sermom as always High Priest, and cuts right to the goal of our 

objectives. 
 

I do have one question though. What is the difference between fanaticism and extremism? 

 

 

Extremism is about using violence and coercive means to get your ways and imposing your 

'ideology'.  
 

Fanaticism is like extreme passion which can under circumstances MAY lead to extremism. 

There is nothing bad about being fanatical about something. 
 

However "extremism" also nods to criminal behavior to achieve your objectives. It's essentially 

using criminal force to impose your beliefs on other people, forced prosyletism, and can also 

lead to terrorism. Beyond a level it simply translates to terrorism.  
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Of course, the jews label as 'extremists' anyone they see fit, except of true extremists and 

terrorists. But this is nothing new with the jews either. 

https://josmarket.org - Open again - New Update Up.  

More will follow soon. 

 

Re: Extremism 
Postby HP. Hoodedcobra666 » Sat Jul 14, 2018 12:05 am 

ZmajEriksson wrote:It's obvious truth can't be forced. But can one use magic to wake up 

specific people, like spouses or family members? Is this possible or even moral? 

 

 

Depends on the how. And yes, it's moral. It's moral to take the blindfold of the jews off from 

one's children and/or spouse. Yet you do not have to coerce them or enforce them to come over 

as a replacement for that blindfold. 
 

One is more like cleaning the eyes of these people. I don't see how using magick to wake up 

someone to a literally proven jewish conspiracy over them and mankind is a nefarious magickal 

thing. It can be equating to just lifting a veil so someone can see.  
 

If one believes that some of these people deserve some help, then give them that. It's not like 

they will become a super Satanist genius simply because of magick if their soul is fully alien to 

these beliefs. But it may help them to wake up and more effectively know what is going on. 

Which is always helpful. 
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